Job Listing: Dishwasher
Job Type: Operations
Centerplate and our partner venues have been defining extraordinary experiences through thoughtful
hospitality, expertly delivered, for more than 80 years at gathering places across North America and the
United Kingdom. As the pioneer and leader in live event hospitality, we are committed to making the time
that people spend together more rewarding and more valuable. “Making it better to be there since
TM
1929.”
Location: We are seeking a Dishwasher for the St. John’s Convention Centre
Venue Description: State of the art design in a 500-year-old city. Located in the heart of downtown St.
John’s, the newly expanded Convention Centre boasts 47,000 square feet of divisible meeting space and
plenty of old world charm in this historic city by the sea.
Principal Function
The Dishwasher position is responsible for the proper washing and storage of china, glassware,
tableware, cooking utensils, and other food service equipment items. They will utilize manual cleaning
methods as well as automated machinery to maintain Centerplate’s standards for cleanliness and
sanitation.
This position exists in diverse work environments, such as restaurants, convention centers, sporting and
events arenas and other Centerplate entertainment-related venues where food and beverages are
served.
The Dishwasher will be knowledgeable of and responsible for upholding Centerplate standards for proper
food handling and sanitation, as well as OSHA standards and MSDS guidelines.

Essential Responsibilities


Contribute to goal of 100% customer satisfaction through personal commitment to teamwork and
service.



Support operation by cleaning dishes, glassware, pot, pans, silverware, racks and any other
items needed by food service and culinary staff, and/or as requested by Chef or Executive
Steward.



Maintain a clean and sanitary environment.



Uphold safe work practices at all times.

Qualifications/Skills
Required:



Demonstrated ability to understand and effectively implement written and verbal instructions.
Strong team orientation and ability to work with a variety of departments to accomplish assigned
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tasks.
Ability to work well independently
Ability to work well in a high stress, fast paced environment.
Must be able to speak, read, write and understand the primary language(s) used by supervisors
and co-workers.
Scheduling flexibility to meet operational needs. Hours may be extended or irregular to include
nights, weekends and holidays.

Other requirements include but are not limited to:
Subject to wet floors, temperature extremes and excessive noise; must be able to lift up to 50 pounds in
weight; must be able to maneuver in an often tightly-quartered environment.
**Please include salary requirements when applying. **
Thank you for expressing interest in employment with Centerplate. While only those candidates
considered for this position will be contacted, your resume will remain on file for 90 days.
Centerplate is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Email resumes to: rejean.roch@centerplate.com
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